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In this paper, the design and simulation of the QPSK transmitter using HDL code in MATLAB are presented. Dif-

ferent applications in DSP require mathematical modeling for investigation and analysis due to the complexity of

HDL code language. The idea of design the HDL-SIMULINK formusingMATLAB is to offer enough facility tomodify

and improve the wireless communication systems. Implementing any DSPmodel in real time based on FPGA plat-

forms requires translating the MATLAB-SIMULINK model to HDL code before the bit generation is downloaded

to this board. The loating-point implementation should be transferred to a ixed point for a high dynamic range

of applications. An alternative approach has been proposed based on HDL code, and the property of simulation

environments in MATLAB is designed. The data transfer, synchronization, and driving sample between Simulink

and HDL language are explained in this paper.

© 2018 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, themost challenge faced the researcher in wire-

less communication systems is to bring high features de-

vices to the marketplace rapidly with high reliability and

lexibility [1, 2, 3]. The alterations and developments have

to be probablewith no complexity to control the current de-

sign such as elevated height synthesis and planning roboti-

cally [4, 5, 6]. Due to these problems of proper formulation

in the system design, the concept part is extremely critical

[2, 7]. Several years ago, the HDL was developed and in-

troduced by many researchers in this ield [4, 5]. The au-

tomated tools and HDL language have been produced new

abilities to the researchers with some limitations which re-

quired overcoming early [8, 9, 10]. In this area, the re-

searcher looks for new tools to deal with model and ex-

planation of high level abstraction design and implemen-

tations. Since some years ago, the terms of co-design, co-

simulation and system level design have well known with

incoming SDR technology [11, 4, 12]. The strong impact on

the model is the system complexity that is expected to re-

lect the functionality of the system with timing concentra-

tions [5, 13]. The HDL language such as Verilog or VHDL is

intended for many reasons. Therefore, to describe each al-

gorithm in the tools have to describe aswell which required

high skills is [14, 15]. In software design, the high level sys-

tem in DSP design is automatically converted to the RTL

and the results could be synthesized to Xilinx product such

as FPGAs by uesing the ISE software tools [15, 16]. Then,

the entire bit stream can down load to FPGA in succeeded

steps include place & route and synthesis processwhich au-

tomatically performs the FPGA iles [17, 18]. These compar-

ative steps of software are equivalent to inherent massive

parallelism of FPGAwhich allow implementing the abstrac-

tion design by so called co-simulation adoptions [19, 20].

The SIMULINK block set in MATLAB programs is an envi-

ronments used for different area to design a active and en-

trenched systems [21, 22]. The system generator repre-

sent high level tool could be used to facilitate the FPGA kits

design [23, 24]. This paper is produced new design ap-

proach to modeling a complex mathematical design using

HDL platforms of wireless communication transmitter. The

high level technical computing language in MATLAB is used

as data visualization and analysis to optimize the HDL code

using system generator and MATLAB as show in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Optimized HDL code design low

The Xilinx ISE require synthesis iles in Electronic Design

Interface File (EDIF) and User Constraint File (USF) to opti-

mize the integrated design of HDL-QPSK transmittermodel.

The NCD ile is converting irst to coniguration bit stream

which is downloading to FPGA via JTAG program ile. The

results of translate; map, place and route should indicate

no error before performing the bits download to FPGA. Fig-

ure 2 illustrate the low chat of optimizing the HDL code for

QPSK transmit part.

Fig. 2. Optimize HDL synthesis low diagrams

II. OPTIMIZATION OF HDL CODE OF QPSK

TRANSMITTER

The optimization of HDL code of QPSK transmitter model

shown in Figure 3 has been designed and modeled in

MATLAB-SIMULINK block set to support the code gener-

ation for baseband processing of digital communication

systems. In the high level chain, the HDL transmitter gen-

erates a complex valued after modulated by QPSK scheme,

symbol mapping and pulse shaping by matching RRC ilter.

The pipeline register is put in among the systems to reduce

the delay and exploit the frequency of data clock.
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Hence, the ixed latency is achieved before valid informa-

tion is appearing at the RRC ilter input. Valid out and valid

in are include controlling the multiplexer and ensuring the

valid data is transmitted.

Fig. 3. Optimized HDL of QPSK transmitter model

The information source is used to generate the introduc-

tion and data bits with picketing and scrambling process.

Figure 4 illustrate the full structure of source generator

block components. The generated data packets contain 26

bit barker type code as introduction data and 174 bits as

scrambler part. To convert the data input from serial forms

into two bits output with 1/2 sampling speed, a bit pairing

block is used toprovide correct data format in samplermap-

ping part. This data is delayed by two samples via pipeline

delay to control the down sample signal which is reducing

the sample rate by two. The FSM components containmore

machine to produce by charting capability of state lowwith

three state named 1, 2 and append data.

Fig. 4. Data source generator subsystems

The 1 and two states are used to serve the increment adder

output from zero to 25. Hence, state zero included as uni-

tization state to address from zero and state 1 increment

to address counter from remaining clock period. After that,

the FSM will change to join the data to emphases the signal

of used data signal if it remains for 147 cycles or not. In se-

quence, the FSMshall switchbetween the above three states

through the running. The data source showing in Figure 5

contain two look up tables one for data bit and the other for

introduction data bits.

Fig. 5. data source structure
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The introduction LUT is addressed by packet FSM through

the adder and the LUT of data is addressed by counter to

enable the FSM for correct number of clock cycles to re-

mains constant for every packets. On the other hand, the

data LUT address sequence is vary of different data bits con-

sist in inside every packet and all LUT is insertion of zero to

make sure that the number of information entry is a author-

ity of two lengths. In order to enable the counter of LUT

data, the input data loaded is used to organize the data of

scrambler section and if the data bits are passing into the

output through the MUX. The data scrambler is design by

use XOR gates and register which is enabling only when the

input data is processed. Figure 6 illustrate the structure of

data scrambler in the system. The bit pairing subsystems is

used to grouping the pairs of bits into the output bits which

is an expected input to symbol mapping blocks. This pro-

cess is done by using a pair of the down sampler to decrease

the sample speed by two. Thus, the irst down sampler se-

lects another phase and second down sampler select the

irst phase as illustrated in Figure 7.

Fig. 6. Data scrambler design

Fig. 7. Bit pairing subsystems

TheQPSKmodulator have use a symbolmapping from com-

munication block sets to perform the map integer value

from 0,1,2,3 into correct complex values symbol as shown

in Figure 8.

Fig. 8. Symbol mapping system

The pulse shaping section in proposed model consist of an

FIR interpolation ilter to perform up-sampling factor by 4

with RRC impulse response behavior to match the receive

ilter response in the receiver section. The pipeline of this

ilter is to ensure the combination delaywhich produce high

throughput in the design. The subsystemmodel of interpo-

lation ilters with the input and output port is illustrated in

Figure 9.

Fig. 9. Pulse shaping interpolation ilter model

III. RESULTS ANALYSIS

After the model was running, the constellation and eye dia-

grams of the passing signal through the transmitter and re-

ceiver ilter is obtained as illustrate in Figure 10 and Fig-

ure 11. In same time, the difference between the value of

error vector in ideal constellation points and the constella-

tion points produced after transmit and receiver iltering is

carried out as well.

Fig. 10. Constellation points of transmit and receive signals
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Fig. 11. Eye diagram of QPSK transmitted signal

The igure produced by EVM represent the merit regarding

to the distortion caused by transmitting and received ilters

which allow to determining if this distortion produced by

pulse shaping ilter could be acceptable or not. This distor-

tion is produced under the effect of quantization error and

the response of non ideal impulses. This EVM is measured

of SNR in digital modulation which represents the regular

orientation energy of the signal to mean square error. Fi-

nally, the HDL generated code as of the transmitter has syn-

thesized by ISE software from Xilinx products to the Ver-

tex 5 FPGA board with 300 MHz running rate by using spe-

ciic command. The simulation and implementation results

of QPSK transmitter shown the optimization of HDL code

as illustrated in the status and device utilization summary

which is reported by ISE software as illustrated in Table 1.

This table provides the total number of LUT and Slices used

in the proposed systemwhich represent the total area used

in FPGA.

TABLE 1

DEVICE UTILIZATION SUMMARY OF QPSK TRANSMITTER

Device Utilization Summary

Logic Utilization Used Available Utilization Note(s)

Number of Slice Flip Flops 14,436 30,720 46%

Number of 4 input LUTs 8,322 30,720 27%

Logic Distributaion

Number of occupied Slices 7,326 15,360 47%

Number of Slices containing only related logic 7,326 6,187 100%

Number of Slices containing unrelated logic 0 6,187 0%

Total Number of 4 Input LUTs 10,290 30,720 26%

Number used as logic 8,733

Number used as route-thru 210

Number used for Dual Port RAMs 42

Number used as Shift registers 176

Number of bonded IOBs 93 448 20%

Number of BUFG/BUFGCTRLs 6 32 12%

Number used as BUFGs 6

Number used as BUFGCTRLs 0

Number of DSP48s 6 192 2%

Number of RPMmacros 1

Total equivalent gate count for design 198

Additional JTAG gate count for IOBs 6,474

IV. CONCLUSION

The proposed HDL of QPSK modulation scheme has use a

number of functional blocks to optimize the overall power

compared with existing concept of this type of modulation

techniques. The device utilization summary shown more

area than the current design while the timing report ob-

serve high speed and throughput in suggested design of

QPSK scheme. This result has expected and the gain from
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change of some components is to reduce the power con-

sumption and utilize the LUT by about 27% with 47% in

slices area. Hence, the most important is to choice algo-

rithms allow toward lower clock rate with small bits num-

bers. Meaning that the clock and bits reduction will reduce

the power in many algorithms is become more important

in wireless communication systems. Enough methodology

where demonstrated on the QPSK and HDL optimization

with FPGA requirements in implementation phase. Future

work need to propose the construction of transmit modu-

lator coniguration to minimize the FPGA area imagination

better performance and power optimize.
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